
Hi, <<First Name>>!

This week, I spoke with biomechanics and injuries expert Richard Willy, PhD,
PT, OCS. He’s an Assistant Professor in the Department of Physical Therapy
at East Carolina University.

Follow him on Twitter @rwilly2003
Check out the show notes page for all the research papers he shared.

Perhaps the single biggest take-home message, in case this is all you want to
read before getting back to holiday shopping, is “We don’t recommend people
to change their gait style at all, unless they’ve got some sort of chronic injury”.

Now, if you want a few more of the key points:

There are three principle features of running form that help to maximize
efficiency:
1) minimize vertical oscillation (bouncing up and down as you run)
2) have a vertical tibia as you land (tibia aligned straight up/down)
3) keep some angle at your knee as you push off (a straighter leg pushing off
means your leg is going too far back before you pick it up again).

A couple of common observations in runners who become injured: 
1) knees collapsing inward - think knock-kneed
2) over-striding - landing with your ankle ahead of your knee when your foot
first hits the ground

https://twitter.com/rwilly2003
http://scienceofultra/podcasts/41


3) hips drop deep on either or both sides - your hips should be fairly parallel
with the ground throughout your running stride

What about cadence? You will often hear, in running lore, that there is an
optimum cadence for everyone. As you’ve heard over and over again on
SOUP, don’t think about it, you’ll find what is best for you naturally. Dr. Willy
explains that anywhere from 155-190 steps per minute (counting both feet), can
be most efficient for a given person across speeds. Faster step rates do reduce
loads on your joints, but only if your loads are high already. So, if your feet slap
or smack hard on the ground, try to increase your step rate by 5-10%. If you
increase your cadence, you tend to shift the load from your lower legs to your
hips and thighs. Change slowly if you want to.

Change your foot strike? No. Runners are poor judges of their own foot strike
pattern. Most are mid- or rear-foot strikers when shod. If you move your strike
pattern forward toward the fore-foot, you increase the load on your achilles
tendon by 48 body weights. Yes, 48 body weights. That’s like adding the weight
of an elephant on your achilles tendon just by shifting your landing! You can
adapt; do so slowly if you want. But, in the absence of chronic injury, there is no
apparent benefit of doing so.

Stretching does not seem to reduce the risk of injury. Do it if you like, but there
doesn’t appear to be a protective effect.

Can non-run training reduce risk of running-related injuries? Yes.
Dr. Willy’s minimum recommended workout for injury prevention is 3-4 sets of
6-8 repetitions each: single-leg deadlifts (or squats or leg press), single leg calf
raises (standing and bent-knee, but not necessarily in the same workout), and
lunges. Each repetition should be heavy and slow; the resistance should be
high enough that you can just barely finish the workout, near failure. These
should be two or three times per week in the off-season and at least once per
week in-season.

Shoe drop, heel-to-toe difference, does not appear to create or prevent injury. If
you make a big change suddenly, you may get injured. Change slowly if you
change at all. But don’t change for any expected effect on injury risk. Choose
the shoes that are most comfortable to you.



Final words of advice:
1) Don’t try to diagnose yourself. If you are having injuries, go to an expert with
lots of experience.
2) Increase your step rate if you are a foot-slapper/slammer when you run.
3) Strength train using the workout above.
Science Of Ultra is a passion, and I do this for you. Please become a sustaining
partner in the Ultra Clan and support the podcast HERE. Have a great run
today!

All the Best,
Shawn
Chief Running Officer, Science Of Ultra

You can access any of the prior Ultra Clan Digests here.
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